Tyrone L. Hart

At 13 years old Tyrone realized that there was magic in his hands when creating a Spiderman Painting... It went on to show the world what he possessed, so instead he pursued life in men & women's clothing.

Growing up through the decades, Tyrone saw the Transformation of the black & white culture in Atlantic City, N.J.

In the ‘60s, He experienced Martin Luther King Jr., Malcolm X and the rise and fall of the black leaders... The black man becoming empowered, but like a song; he tucked those sights in sounds to stew in his mind... Through the’70s and ‘80s he became a father and an advocator for change..."I have to be the change...They show me negative, I show them positive!” Tyrone firmly states.

In 2000 Tyrone was in a car accident that would prevent him from going back to his job...He decided to change the size and medium of his paintbrush falling back on his passion.

He is a self-taught Artist, creating paintings more powerful than words! Tyrone prophetic words on history and religion and art. His eyes see a vision of something better: The future of his Children, his Community and his own understanding. Tyrone he has seen the destruction brought by crime and drugs in his neighborhood. He has the strong community voices hide the very drugs they speak out against. They don’t volunteer their time for these trouble teens. You talk it like you walk it! Tyrone will be that change. He volunteers at area facilities to teach children the beauty of art and how to paint and take them away from the streets.

Tyrone brings his melodious strength to Art Galleries in Atlantic County, Millville, Ventnor City, Philadelphia and Willington. Tyrone say he wants people to come away with the sense of Journey when they see his Works of Art.

Tyrone's Paintings are more than just political statements...He captures sultry women, children's innocent smiles, and the sound of Da-Blues in a lonely room.

His style brings you into the rmotion of the painting. Tyrone too has learned to roll with the punches, “but as an artist you revel and learn from the hardships,” Tyrone still feels he is learning to paint, but from a novice's eyes, he is already a Master. Tyrone has a saying that he feels “something more greater than himself “ signing his work with... His Hand is in ME!

www.TyroneLHart.com
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